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We produce a concise description of Sakata’s algorithm for findin recursion relations that are valid
for an n-dimensional array. The (new) analysis extends to limit points which are excluded by previous
authors. We show that under a natural hypothesis the algorithm becomes stationary below each limit
point and, in particular, constructs a full set of recursion relations for a recursive array at some finit
point. The method used to justify the algorithm stresses the duality between the fundamental extension
operation of Sakata and the S-polynomial operation of Buchberger. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Introduction
The algorithm of Massey (1969) for determining the recurrence polynomial of a sequence has proved
to be extremely useful in many applications, particularly in the decoding of BCH and Reed–Solomon
codes. The problem of determining the recurrence relations for a 2-dimensional array plays a similar
role in decoding geometric Goppa codes, which are inherently far more powerful than BCH and Reed–
Solomon codes. In the late eighties Sakata extended Massey’s algorithm, firs in Sakata (1988) to
2-dimensional arrays and then inSakata (1990) to arrays in arbitrary dimensions.With co-authors, Sakata
has adapted his algorithm to the decoding of geometric Goppa codes (Sakata et al., 1995). However,
the lack of fast, powerful decoders remains one of the major obstacles to the practical implementation
of geometric Goppa codes.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a version of Sakata’s algorithm that works equally well for
any number of dimensions and restricts directly toMassey’s algorithm in the one-dimensional case. The
main innovation in the algorithm is that no coordinate point sets are stored and that only very simple
order operations are used. Additionally, we show that the algorithm can copewith limit points of the term
order, provided that the array under consideration is recursive. The paper of Saints and Heegard (1995)
also contains a simplifie description of Sakata’s algorithm, but it still computes excluded point sets and
does not attempt to construct a minimal extender basis (or witness set). Like Sakata’s original papers it
does not cover limit points.
The firs part of the paper contains the basic definitions In the secondwe introduce the basic algorithm
for extending a recursion basis one step. In proving the validity of the algorithm it will be shown that
Sakata’s (and Massey’s) basic extension tool is an inverse of Buchberger’s S-polynomial construction
(see Buchberger (1970) or the book by Becker and Weispfennig (1993)). In the third part of the paper
we analyse the behaviour of the algorithm at limit points of the underlying term order. We show that if
the array is recursive and the term order contains no finit nonzero limit points (like, for instance, the
total degree term order with lexicographic tie breaking), then the algorithm becomes stationary after a
finit number of steps and yields a recursion basis for the entire array (which is also a Gro¨bner basis of
the ideal of universally valid recursion polynomials). Even if the term order does have finit limit points
(like, for instance, the lexicographic term order), the algorithm will become stationary below each limit
point, provided the recursion bases are reduced at each step.
1.2. Lattice Considerations on Zn
In order to produce the algorithm we need a term order on the nonnegative orthant  of Zn (that is
the set of n-tuples of nonnegative integers).
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DEFINITION. Let r = (r1, . . . , rn) and s = (s1, . . . , sn) be elements of . We def ne r ≤ s if ri ≤ si
and r ∩ s by requiring (r ∩ s)i = min(ri , si ) for all i = 1, . . . , n.
We shall also f x a term order  on , that is a total order extending <, such that if r  s then
r + t  s + t for any t ∈ Zn . The set of predecessors of r in , {s ∈  : s  r}, is denoted by r . The
successor of r under is denoted by r+. A point p ∈  ∪ {∞} is called a limit point for the term order
 if it is not the immediate successor of some other point under .
We recall the following well-known proposition which states that the standard ordering is a well-
founded ordering of .
PROPOSITION 1. The set of <-minimal elements of a nonempty subset S ⊆  is finite.
1.3. n-Dimensional Arrays and Polynomials
DEFINITION. We now consider a f eld K . A map u from  to K is called an n-dimensional array or
n-array for short. We denote the image of m under u by um . The initial segment u p of u is the restriction
of u to  p.
Let K [x] = K [x1, . . . , xn] be the ring of polynomials in n indeterminates over K . We write xr for
x
r1
1 · · · xrnn .
Thus a polynomial f (x) can be written as ∑ fr xr .
DEFINITION. The degree deg f of a nonzero polynomial f = ∑ fr xr is the highest index r (under
) such that fr = 0. The degree is not def ned for the zero polynomial 0. The support of f is the set of
indices r for which fr = 0. It is, of course, f nite. Given a polynomial f and an array u, we def ne a
new array f u, whose m-entry is
( f u)m =
∑
rdeg f
fr um+r .
As ( f u)m is used so frequently, we abuse notation and write f um without the brackets.
PROPOSITION 2. (a) ( f + g)um = f um + gum ; (b) ( f g)um =
∑
r,s fr gsum+r+s .
1.4. Span and Validity
We f x an n-array u. We wish to def ne what it means for a polynomial to represent a valid recursion
relation for some part of the array.
DEFINITION. The span (denoted span f ) of a nonzero polynomial f is q if f um = 0 for all m  q
and f uq = 0. How far a polynomial f of a given span represents a valid recursion on an array depends
on its degree. So we also introduce the validity (denoted val f ) of a nonzero polynomial f , setting
val f = span f + deg f . If f um = 0 for all m ∈  we put span f = val f = ∞.
The set of polynomials f with val f = p is denoted by Vp(u). More often we are interested in
polynomials with val f  p. In that case we write Vp(u). Occasionally we may replace  by another
relation in an analogous manner. For any set S of polynomials we denote the set of degrees of elements
of S by δS. The most common use of this notation is δVp(u) for the set of degrees of elements of
Vp(u).
For f nite p the set Vp(u) of all polynomials representing valid recursion relations on u p is not, in
general, an ideal, but it is closed under multiplication by arbitrary polynomials, as we shall see. On the
other hand, the set of polynomials of (at least) a given span is obviously closed under addition, but not
in general under multiplication. Since for u∞ span and validity are the same, it follows that V∞(u) is
an ideal.
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1.5. Recursion Bases
DEFINITION. For any subset S of  we denote the minimal elements of S (under <) by µS. Thus
µδVp(u) is the set of minimal points of the set δVp(u) (µS is always f nite by Proposition 1). A set B
of polynomials in Vp(u) is called a recursion basis for u p if for each r in µδVp(u) there is a unique
polynomial f ∈ B such that deg f = r .
In the one-dimensional case a recursion basis will consist of a single polynomial representing a valid
recursion relationofminimal degree.One canview the array itself as a power seriesu = u(x) = ∑ u px p.
In that case if g forms a recursion basis (with g0 = 0) and f (x) is the initial segment of u(x) up to
deg g−1, then u(x) = f (x)/g∗(x), where g∗ is obtained from g by reversing the order of its coeff cients.
In higher dimensions, the array can still be viewed as a power series, and as Proposition 14 shows, it is
still determined by an initial segment and a recursion basis. But the representation as a rational function
fails, because a polynomial ring in several variables is not a principal ideal domain. It is perhaps more
fruitful to adopt Massey’s viewpoint and regard a recursion basis as the multidimensional equivalent of
a feedback shift register.
Additionally, in higher dimensions the size of a recursion basis cannot be bounded by a function of
the dimension. In any dimensions the recursion basis itself is not usually uniquely determined, but the
set µδVp(u) is determined by u p.
2. THE BASIC ALGORITHM
2.1. Massey’s Lemma
The proposition below is a generalization of Massey’s basic lemma on the minimal degrees of
recursion polynomials (Massey, 1969). In order to phrase it in its greatest generality we make the
following def nition.
DEFINITION. Let a, b ∈ . We denote by a \ b the lowest element c ∈  (under ) for which
b + c  a.
Note that a \ b = a − b if and only if b ≤ a.
PROPOSITION 3. Let span f = a and deg g = t ; then span f g  a \ t, with equality if t ≤ a.
Proof. From the def nition
f gum = g f um =
∑
sdeg g
gs f um+s .
If m  a \ t and s  t , then m + s  m + t  a. Hence f um+s = 0. Thus for m  a \ t , f gum = 0.
Now suppose that t ≤ a and let m = a − t = a \ t . For s  t we have f ua−t+s = 0 as above.
Therefore
f gua−t = gt f ua−t+t = gt f ua = 0.
COROLLARIES. (a) For any g, val f g  val f .
(b) If deg g ≤ span f, then val f g = val f : otherwise val f g  val f .
(c) If val f = p val g, then deg g ≤ p − deg f . Further, if f is a member of a recursion basis
for u p, then deg g < deg f .
(d) If val f = p and b + deg f ≤ p, then val xb f  p.
Remarks. The reader will observe that Corollary (c) is a close analogue of Massey’s lemma and
directly equivalent to Sakata’s extension of it. In the one-dimensional case we can, of course, replace
≤ by >.
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Corollary (d) provides a simple construction of polynomials h with deg f ≤ deg h ≤ p and val h p.
This construction supplementsMassey’s basic construction of polynomials of higher validity and degree
≤p which we generalize in Theorem 4. It is not required in the one-dimensional case, but is necessary
in higher dimensions.
Proofs. (a) From the proposition, span f g  span f \deg g. Hence span f g + deg g  span f .
Adding deg f to both sides we obtain
val f g = span f g + deg f + deg g  span f + deg f = val f.
(b) If deg g ≤ span f , then from the proposition, span f g = span f − deg g. Hence
val f g = span f g + deg f + deg g = span f + deg f = val f.
On the other hand, if deg g ≤ span f , then deg g + (span f \deg g) = span f . Hence span f g +deg g =
span f . Therefore
val f g = span f g + deg g + deg f = span f + deg f = val f.
From Corollary (a) it follows that val f g  val f .
(c) Suppose, on the contrary, that deg f + deg g ≤ p. Then since p = val f , it follows that
deg g ≤ span f ; thus val f g = p. On the other hand, val f g  val g  p, a contradiction. The second
statement is a direct consequence of the def nition of a recursion basis.
(d) The conditions imply that b ≤ p − deg f = span f . Hence by Corollary (b), val xb f 
val f = p.
2.2. Extension of Validity
Sakata calls the following construction the Berlekamp procedure in Sakata (1988). We shall call it
extension and show that it is an inverse of Buchberger’s S-polynomial construction in Theorem 6.
THEOREM 4. Let span f = a and span g = b and let c ≤ a, b. Define
f ∨c g = (gub)xa−c f − ( f ua)xb−cg.
Then span f ∨c g  c.
Remark. We can always choose c = 0, but it is best to choose c as large as possible as this gives a
polynomial of lowest possible degree. For this reason we def ne f ∨ g = f ∨c g, where c = a ∩ b as
def ned in Section 1.
Proof. Form  cwehave xa−c f um = f um+a−c = 0 becausem + a − c a. Similarly xb−cgum = 0
and so ( f ∨c g)um = 0.
For m = c we have xa−c f um = f ua and hence
( f ∨c g)uc = gub f ua − f uagub = 0.
2.3. Properties of Extension
In Lemma 5 we assemble some straightforward properties of the extension operation, for later use.
LEMMA 5. In this lemma f has validity p and span a, g has validity q p and span b, and c = a ∩ b.
Finally, h is an arbitrary polynomial with validity p and span d. Under these circumstances we call
f ∨ g the extension of f by g.
(a) The degree of f ∨ g is determined by the f -term—it is p − c. The validity of f ∨ g is p.
(b) deg f ∨ g = deg f if and only if span f ≤ span g.
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(c) If span g ≤ span h, then deg f ∨ g ≥ deg f ∨ h.
(d) If f ∨ g = f ∨ h then d ∩ a = c and xb−cg = xd−ch. So g and h differ only by a power of x.
Proof. (a) In f ∨c g the degree of the f -term is val f −c and the degree of the g-term is val g −c.
So the f rst statement holds. By Theorem 4, span( f ∨ g) c. Hence val f ∨ g  deg( f ∨ g)+ c = p.
(b) For deg( f ∨ g) = deg f it is necessary and suff cient that f ∨ g = f ∨span f g. Equivalently,
span f ≤ span g.
(c) If span g ≤ span h, then span f ∩ span g ≤ span f ∩ span h. Thus deg( f ∨ g) = val f −
(span f ∩ span g) ≥ deg( f ∨ h) = val f − (span f ∩ span h).
(d) Since deg( f ∨ h) = p − (a ∩ d), it follows that a ∩ d = c. The leading coeff cient of f ∨ g
is gub fe, where fe is the leading coeff cient of f . Similarly, the leading coeff cient of f ∨ h is hud fe.
Hence hud = gub. Thus the f -terms of the extensions f ∨ g and f ∨ h are equal (they are both
gubxa−c f ). Hence the second terms must also be equal. That is
f ua xb−cg = f ua xd−ch.
2.4. Finding Extender Polynomials
We have established that if p = val f val g the extension of f by g has degree≤p. We now wish to
show that all polynomials h such that deg f ≤ deg h ≤ p and val h p can be obtained in this manner.
We shall then have the means to construct polynomials for arbitrary feasible degrees ≥deg f with
valp. Thus the problem of f nding a recursion basis for u p+ becomes one of selecting an appropriate
subset of these polynomials.
THEOREM 6. Let deg f = d and val f = p. Suppose that p ≥ deg h = e ≥ d and val hp. Then there
exists a polynomial g with val g p such that h = f ∨ g. Furthermore, g is unique up to multiplication
by a power xr .
Proof. Recall that the leading coeff cients of h and f are he and fd . Put g = fd h − hexe−d f .
Since e − d ≤ p − d = span f , we have
span xe−d f = span f + d − e = p − e  span h.
Thus span g = p − e (and hence g = 0). Since fd h and hexe−d f both have degree e and leading
coeff cient fd he, it follows that deg g  e. Hence val g  p. Now
gu p−e = fd hu p−e − he f u p−d
= −he f u p−d .
Hence
f ∨p−e g = f ∨ g = −he f u p−d xe−d f − f u p−d g
= −he f u p−d xe−d f − f u p−d fd h + f u p−d hexe−d f
= −( f u p−d fd )h.
Noting that f ∨ αg = α( f ∨ g), we see that dividing g by f u p−d fd produces the desired polynomial.
The uniqueness follows from Lemma 5(d).
Remark. The construction of g in the proof is precisely the S-polynomial construction ofBuchberger
(applied to the special case when deg f ≤ deg h).
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2.5. An Abstract Extension Algorithm
Our goal is to produce a recursion basis for u p+ (where p+ is the successor of p) using as input
a recursion basis for u p. In a practical implementation of the extension algorithm several of the steps
are only present to ensure that the sets produced are minimal. While these are important, they def ect
from the basic ideas that make the algorithm work. So I shall f rst follow a suggestion of one of the
referees and relax the requirement that the sets produced should be minimal and describe and prove the
validity of a simple abstract form of the extension algorithm. In the next section a complete version of
the algorithm will be presented with an example.
We begin with a def nition.
DEFINITION 7. A set Fp of polynomials in Vp(u) is called a generator for u p if for any polynomial
h ∈Vp(u) there is a polynomial f ∈ Fp such that deg f ≤ deg h. Thus recursion bases are the (set)-
minimal generators.
A set G p of polynomials in Vp(u) is called an extender for u p if for every polynomial h ∈ Vp(u)
there exists g ∈ G p such that span g ≥ span h. An extender for u p is called an extender basis for u p
if no proper subset is an extender for u p. Thus in an extender basis there is exactly one polynomial of
each maximal span among all polynomials in Vp(u).
We now present the abstract algorithm.
ALGORITHM 8. Denote by p+ the successor of p under. Given a generator Fp and an extender G p
for u p construct a generator Fp+ and extender G p+ for u p+ as follows.
Let Hp = Fp ∩ Vp(u) and for each f ∈ Hp let K f = {h ∈ Vp(u) : deg f < deg h ≤ p}.
Def ne
Fp+ = (Fp ∩ Vp(u)) ∪ (Hp ∨ G p) ∪
⋃
f ∈Hp
K f
G p+ = G p ∪ Hp.
Notes. The sets K f are far too large for practical purposes. The sets Hp ∨ G p = { f ∨ g : f ∈
Hp, g ∈ G p} and G p ∪ Hp may also contain redundant polynomials.
Verification. We must show two things: (a) if h ∈ Vp(u), then there exists f ∈ Fp+ such that
deg f ≤ deg h, and (b) if h ∈ Vp(u), then there exists g ∈ G p+ such that span g ≥ span h.
(a) Let h ∈ Vp(u). By hypothesis there exists f ∈ Fp such that deg f ≤ deg h. If f ∈ Vp(u)
we are f nished. So assume that f ∈ Hp.
If deg h ≤ p, then by Theorem 6 there exists g′ ∈ Vp(u) such that h = f ∨ g′. By hypothesis
there exists g ∈ G p such that span g ≥ span g′. By construction f ∨ g ∈ Fp+ and by Lemma 5(c)
deg( f ∨ g) ≤ deg( f ∨ g′) = deg h.
There remains the case f ∈ Hp and deg h ≤ p. But then deg h = deg f , since deg f ≤ val f = p,
and so h ∈ K f . Hence h itself is in Fp+.
(b) Let h ∈ Vp(u). If h ∈ Vp(u), then by hypothesis there exists g ∈ G p such that span g ≥
span h. So assume that h ∈ Vp(u). Then there exists f ∈ Fp such that deg f ≤ deg h. If f ∈ Hp, then
f ∈ G p+ and span f = p − deg f ≥ p − deg h = span h.
There remains the case f ∈ Vp(u). Let c = deg h − deg f and consider the polynomial xc f . This
has deg xc f = deg h ≤ p and val xc f  val f  p. Hence by Theorem 6 there exists g′ ∈ Vp(u)
such that h ∨ g′ = xc f . By Lemma 5(b) span g′ ≥ span h and by hypothesis there exists g ∈ G p with
span g ≥ span g′.
2.6. The Full Extension Algorithm
We now present a practical algorithm for constructing a recursion basis and extender basis for u p+
given a recursion basis and extender basis for u p. It follows the abstract algorithm of the previous
section, but it takes care to eliminate redundant polynomials at the earliest possible moment.
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ALGORITHM 9 (Basis Extension).
NOTATION p: current cut-off point;
p+: successor of p;
Fp: a recursion basis for u p;
G p: an extender basis for u p with known spans for all its elements.
1. INITIALIZATION. For p = 0 set F0 = {1}, G0 = ∅.
2. UPDATE F .
2.1. Let Fp+ = ∅. For each f ∈ Fp:
2.1.1. If val f  p add f to Fp+.
2.1.2. Otherwise, let deg f = d and calculate the degrees eg of f ∨g for all g ∈ G p. Denote
the set of these degrees by E ′f . Let E ′′f be the set of minimal e such that d ≤ e ≤ p.
2.1.3. For each e ∈ E ′f choose g ∈ G p with eg = e and put he = f ∨ g.
For each e ∈ E ′′f put he = xe−d f
Adjoin {he : e ∈ E ′f ∪ E ′′f } to Fp+.
2.2. Tidy up. Remove polynomials from the updated list Fp+ that do not have minimal degree
(under <).
3. Update G.
3.1. Let G p+ = G p. For each f ∈ Fp:
3.1.1. If there is a polynomial h ∈ Fp+ with deg h = deg f , ignore f ;
3.1.2. Otherwise adjoin f to G p+; its span is p − deg f .
3.2. Tidy up. The spans of all polynomials in G p+ are known. Remove polynomials from the
updated list G p+ that do not have maximal span (under <).
Notes. 2.1.1. In considering the validity of polynomials we need only consider those f ∈ Fp with
deg f ≤ p and we need only evaluate f u p−deg f .
2.1.2. Since the spans of all g ∈ G p are known the degrees eg can be evaluated by Lemma 5(a).
This is spelled out in Proposition 10, which also discusses the simple rules for calculating E ′′f and
removing unnecessary terms from E ′f and E ′′f .
2.1.3. If there are multiple choices for g with deg f ∨ g = e in the f rst case, we select one such
g only.
The case that f is supplanted by a polynomial h of the same degree occurs quite often. When such
a polynomial h is found it is always of the form f ∨ g, and it is the only polynomial that supplants f
in Fp+ because all other polynomials constructed in Step 2 have degree greater than deg f and will be
removed. The polynomial f will not be adjoined to G p+ in Step 3. Thus further calculations can be
aborted.
2.2. When the term order has f nite nonzero limit points this step may also include reducing the
basis, see Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
3.2. Even before the tidying up process the polynomials in G p+ have distinct spans. We shall
prove this at the end of the verif cation.
Remark. In the 1-dimensional case F and G will contain only one element (once G is nonempty).
The new basis will always be obtained by extension, except at the f rst nonzero uα . G will always
contain the last polynomial that was supplanted by one of higher degree. It is evident that this is just
Massey’s algorithm.
Verification. Step 2. Let Hp = Fp ∩ Vp(u) and let f ∈ Hp. As in the previous section def ne
K f = {h ∈ Vp(u) : deg f < deg h ≤ p}. The set E ′f is by def nition the set of minimal degrees of
polynomials in f ∨ G p, and the set E ′′f is the set of minimal degrees in K f . Thus at the end of Step 2.1
we shall have produced a subset Fp+ of
F ′p+ = (Fp ∩ Vp(u)) ∪ (Hp ∨ G p) ∪
⋃
f ∈Hp
K f
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such that to every polynomial f ′ ∈ F ′p+ there exists f ∈ Fp+ such that deg f ≤ deg f ′. We thus have
a generator for Vp(u). Step 2.2 then produces a recursion basis.
Step 3. We consider polynomials in Fp ∩ Vp(u) = Hp and need only show that if f ∈ Hp is
omitted from G p+ because of the condition in Step 3.1.1, then there will be a polynomial g ∈ G p+
with span g ≥ span f . We are given h with deg h = deg f ≤ p and span h  span f = p. Then by
Theorem 6 h = f ∨ g′ for some g′ ∈ Vp(u) and by Lemma 5(c) span g′ ≥ span f . By hypothesis
there is g ∈ G p with span g ≥ span g′ as required.
Finallywe consider the possibility of ties during the tidying up process. It is possible that the algorithm
produces two polynomials of the same degree in Fp+. That occurs in the example below. It is immaterial
which of the two polynomials is removed in the tidying up process.
It is not possible for the algorithm to produce two polynomials of the same span in G p+. Certainly at
the outset polynomials in G p have distinct spans. Distinct polynomials in Fp have distinct degrees. So
those of validity p all have distinct spans. If a polynomial f ∈ Fp has validity p and the same span as
g ∈ G p, then deg f ∨ g = deg f and f ∨ g is inserted in Fp+. It cannot be removed, because no other
polynomial in Fp can yield a polynomial of degree ≤ deg f . Hence f is not placed in G p+.
2.7. Degrees of Replacement Polynomials
In this section we discuss the contents of the point sets E ′f and E ′′f when f is replaced. Suppose that
val f = p = (p1, . . . , pn) and that f has degree d = (d1, . . . , dn), so d ≤ p.
PROPOSITION 10. (a) There are initially exactly n degrees in E ′′f , namely
e′′i = (e′′i1, . . . , e′′in), where e′′i j =
{d j if i = j ;
p j + 1 if i = j.
(b) If span(g) = bg = (bg,1, . . . , bg,n) for g ∈ G p, then
deg f ∨ g = e′g = (e′g1, . . . , e′gn), where e′j = max
(
d j , p j − bgj
)
.
(c) For g as in (b) let t be the number of indices j for which p j − bgj > d j , then
1. If t = 0 then E ′f = e′g and E ′′f = ∅.
2. If t = 1 and the coordinate in question is i, then e′′i is removed from E ′′f .
3. If bg, j < bh, j implies p j ≤ d j + bg, j for some h ∈ G p, then e′h is removed from E ′f .
These are the only cases in which a degree is removed from E ′f or E ′′f using the basis element f ; other
basis elements might remove further indices.
Proof. (a) Any point e ≥ d in  has ei ≥ di for all i and any point e ≤ p has ei ≥ pi + 1 for at
least one i .
(b) This is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.
(c) The case t = 0 occurs if deg f ∨ g = deg f . In the case t = 1 we have e′g ≤ e′′i ; if t > 1 then
e′g ≤ e′′j for any j . By part (b) the statement bg, j < bh, j ⇒ p j ≤ d j + bgj is equivalent to e′g ≤ e′h .
2.8. An Example
We demonstrate our algorithm by using it to calculate the recursion polynomials for the 3-dimensional
example from Sakata’s paper (1990).
EXAMPLE. We shall use the total degree term order with lexicographic tie breaking (in which
x  y z). The base f eld K will be GF(2). The array u is shown below in layers z = 0, 1, 2 with
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the f rst coordinate (x) increasing downwards and the second (y) to the right.
z = 0 z = 1 z = 2
1 0 1 0
1 1 0
0 0
1
1 1 ∗
1 ∗
1
1 0
0
The star at (1,1,1) denotes the end of our calculations. In the table below we list a recursion basis F and
an extender basis G for each p. As a polynomial loses validity its span is determined so we record the
spans of members of G in a further column. The table is interspersed with text explaining the calculation
of the next line. Entries that are unchanged from the previous line are left blank.
Wemake use of the notes following the algorithm, so only polynomials f with deg f ≤ p are explicitly
discussed. The other polynomials are tacitly copied to the next basis. If f is replaced by h = f ∨ g of
the same degree then, as explained in the notes above, further calculations for f are unnecessary. This
will be indicated by a left arrow h ← f ∨ g.
p F G span
(0,0,0) 1 ∅ –
1 ceases to be valid. E ′ = ∅, E ′′ = (1, 0, 0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1).
(1,0,0) x 1 (0,0,0)
y
z
x ceases to be valid. So it has validity (1,0,0) and its span is (1, 0, 0)− deg x = (0, 0, 0). So x ∨ 1 =
x + 1.
(0,1,0) x + 1
y
z
(0,0,1)
(2,0,0) x + 1
y
z + 1 ← z ∨ 1
x +1 fails. It has span (1,0,0). E ′ = (2, 0, 0), E ′′ = (3, 0, 0), (1,1,0), (1,0,1). All the entries of E ′′ are
discarded, the f rst because it is greater than an element of E ′ and the others because they are greater
than the degrees of polynomials remaining valid.
(1,1,0) x2 + x + 1 = x + 1 ∨ 1 x + 1 (1,0,0)
y
z + 1
(0,2,0) x2 + x + 1
y + x + 1 ← y ∨ x + 1
z + 1
(1,0,1)
(0,1,1)
y + x + 1 fails with span (0,0,1). It has E ′ = (0,1,1) and E ′′ = (1,1,0), (0,2,0), (0,1,2). The last of
these entries is discarded.
z+1 also fails with span (0,1,0). It has E ′ = (0,1,1), which is discarded because it has already appeared
above (this would produce another polynomial of the same degree in Fp+). E ′′ = (1,0,1), (0,2,1), (0,0,2)
of which the second entry is discarded.
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(0,0,2) x2 + x + 1 x + 1 (1,0,0)
yz + xz + z + x2 + x = y + x + 1 ∨ x + 1 y + x + 1 (0,0,1)
xy + x2 + x z + 1 (0,1,0)
y2 + xy + y
xz + x
z2 + z
This is the f rst point at which the basis is not reduced in the sense of Section 3.4. However, it is
unnecessary to perform a reduction step as the only nonzero limit point of  is ∞.
(3,0,0)
(2,1,0)
(1,2,0) x2 + z + x ← x2 + x + 1 ∨ z + 1
yz + xz + z + x2 + x
xy + x2 + 1 ← xy + x2 + x ∨ x + 1
y2 + xy + y
xz + x
z2 + z
(0,3,0)
(2,0,1) x2 + z + x
yz + xz + z + x2 + x
xy + x2 + 1
y2 + xy + y + z + 1 ← y2 + xy + y ∨ z + 1
xz + x
z2 + z
(1,1,1) x2 + z + x
yz + xz + z + x2 + x
xy + x2 + 1
y2 + xy + y + z + 1 ← y2 + xy + y ∨ z + 1
xz + x
z2 + z
2.9. Complexity
In the execution of the algorithm there are three different types of computation. First, one must
evaluate the value f u p of a polynomial at a point. This takes m f eld multiplications and additions,
where m is the number of terms in f . Second, one must calculate the extension f ∨ g where the values
f ua and gub and a ∩ b may be considered known. This requires at most m additions where m is the
maximum of the number of terms in f and the number of terms in g. Third, one must remove points in a
f nite set S ⊆  which are greater than points in some possibly equal f nite set T ⊆ . This requires at
most |S||T | comparisons. We can regard the complexity of determining a ∩ b and the time complexity
of determining E ′′f as the same as a single comparison since each involves comparing the n entries of a
pair of words.
In executing the algorithm the numbers for each of the three types of calculation are as follows.
Step 2.1.1 requires |Fp| evaluations.
Step 2.1.2 requires the determination of a ∩ b at most of |Fp||G p| times. For each of these numbers
we have also two additions and one comparison. The determination of the sets E ′′f has complexity |Fp|.
Step 2.1.3 requires at most |Fp||G p| extension operations.
The remaining steps require only comparisons. For the initial size of Fp+ atmost |Fp|(|G p|+n) the initial
size of G p+ is at most |Fp| + |G p|. The number of comparisons required is of order |Fp|2(|G p| + n)2.
To determine the space complexity we note that we require O((|Fp| + |G p|)| p|) storage for the
data for Fp and G p at the start (including spans and values) and O(|Fp|(|G p| + n)) for degrees and
O(|Fp|(|G p| + n)| p|) for the extensions during the course of the algorithm.
We thus have the following result:
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PROPOSITION 11. Let s = | p| ⊂ Zn, f = |Fp|, and g = |G p|. Then the execution of one step of
the basis extension algorithm at u p requires O( f gs) additions, multiplications, and O( f 2(g + n)2)
comparisons and O( f (g + n)s) storage locations. It follows that if f and g are bounded, a single step
requires O(s) time and storage. Thus the determination of a recursion basis for u p requires O(s2) time
and O(s) storage.
The condition that f and g are bounded will be satisf ed if the array is recursive.
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR
3.1. An Example
The algorithm presented so far constructs a recursion basis and an extender basis for u p+ given a
recursion basis and an extender basis for u p. It is possible that a term order contains points p that are
not the immediate successor of another point. For instance under pure lexicographic order of Z2, (1,0) is
such a point. For these points the construction of a recursion basis necessarily involves a limit process.
It is straightforward to establish that if p is a limit point, then Vp(u) =
⋂
qp Vq (u). However, it
is not necessarily true that δVp(u) =
⋂
qp δVq (u) as we shall show by an example.
EXAMPLE. We consider the pure lexicographic order on and an array u over GF(2) whose f rst two
rows are def ned as follows.
The f rst row starts with 1 followed by 0, then two 1s followed by 0, then three 1s followed by 0, and so
on. Let j(n) be the index of the f rst 1 in the run of length n (so j(n) = (n−1)(n+2)/2). The second row
consists entirely of 1s. The limit point we consider is (2,0), corresponding to the start of the third row.
PROPOSITION 12. (a) No polynomial of degree (1,0) has validity (2,0).
(b) For every q  (2,0) there exists a polynomial of degree (1,0) and validity q.
Proof. (a) Every polynomial f of degree (1,0) under the lexicographic term order has the form
x + g(y). Let deg g = d . We count the size of |g|, the set of nonzero terms of g. If this is even, then
f u(0, j(d)) = 1 and if it is odd, then f u(0, j(d−1)) = 1, because in the f rst case, gu(0, j(d)) =
∑
m∈|g| gm = 0
and in the second case gu(0, j(d−1)) =
∑
m∈|g| gm − gd = 0. Thus val f  (1, j(d)).
(b) If q  (1, 0), then val x  q trivially. Suppose q = (1, d). Then x + y j(d) has span (0, d) and
thus validity (1, d).
This establishes the fact thatwhile (1, 0)∈ ⋂q(2,0) δVq (u), it is not the case that (1, 0)∈ δV(2,0(u)).
3.2. Dependence
In order to state conditions under which our algorithm behaves well at limit points we introduce a
notion of dependence on the points of  with respect to an array u that shares the basic properties of
linear dependence for vectors.
DEFINITION. Let u be an array and let q and p1, . . . , pk be points of. Then q depends on p1, . . . , pk
with respect to u if q = pi for some i or there exists f ∈ V = V∞(u) with support in {q, p1, . . . , pk}
but not in {p1, . . . , pk}. We always choose f so that the coeff cient of xq is 1.
The fact that this dependence relation is transitive and satisf es the usual exchange condition allows
us to introduce the idea of a point basis for an array and implies that all point bases have the same
cardinality. In the original version of the paper these properties were proved directly, but the following
observation, due to one of the referees, provides a much more elegant derivation.
OBSERVATION 13. Represent the elements p of  by the corresponding monomials x p. Then q de-
pends on p1, . . . , pk with respect to u if and only if some linear combination xq +
∑k
i=1 ai x
pi lies in
V∞(u).
Thus our dependence is just equivalent to linear dependence in the vector space V/V∞(u), where
V =V0(u) is the set of all polynomials.
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COROLLARY. The size of maximal independent sets of points in  is constant.
DEFINITION. We call such maximal independent sets point bases. The array is recursive if it has a
f nite point base.
Dependence and independence are unrelated to the term order, but one can choose point bases that
are particularly well adapted to a given term order . We choose a point base as follows:
Choose pk to be the-lowest point not depending on p1, . . . , pk−1. The standard properties of linear
dependence ensure that the set constructed in this manner is independent, and it is by construction
maximal. Since a point q only depends on the empty set if xq ∈ V∞(u) and that is equivalent to ur = 0
for all r ≥ q , this construction produces a nonempty set for any nonzero array.We call the set constructed
in this manner the standard point base for u and denote it by basu.
If we only wish to consider an initial segment u p, we canmodify the def nition of dependence to allow
only polynomials in Vp(u). In that case the proof of transitivity of dependence fails, because Vp(u)
is not an ideal, and so we cannot deduce that maximal independent sets all have the same cardinality.
However, we can still copy the construction of basu and construct basu p by choosing qk  p to be
the -lowest point such that there is no function f ∈ Vp(u) of degree qk with support in q1, . . . , qk .
It is obvious that basu p ∪ δVp(u) =  and hence that if p  q, then basu p ⊆ basuq .
The following easy proposition shows that the standard point bases provide the necessary initial
information to generate an array from a recursion basis.
PROPOSITION 14. The set of values um, for m ∈ basu p, together with a recursion basis B for u p,
determine u p completely.
3.3. Limit Points
PROPOSITION 15. Let p be a limit point of the term order : then
Vp(u) =
⋂
qp
Vq (u).
If, furthermore, basu p is finite (in particular, if the array u is recursive), then also
δVp(u) =
⋂
qp
δVq (u).
Proof. For q  p we always have Vp(u)⊆Vq (u). Thus under our hypotheses Vp(u)⊆⋂
qp Vq (u).
On the other hand, if f lies in the intersection, then f ∈ Vq+(u) for any q  p. Therefore f is valid
at p. That implies by def nition that f ∈ Vp(u).
We shall show that basu p =
⋃
qp basu
q . We denote
⋃
qp basu
q by basu′. Certainly
basu p ⊇ basu′, so suppose that r  p does not lie in basu′. Then there exist values r  q  p such
that r /∈ basuq . In other words there is a polynomial f ∈ Vq (u) of degree r with fr = 1 and support
in basuq ∪ {r}. Thus if r ≤ q , the asq coeff cients of f satisfy the equation
∑
s∈basu′
sr
asquq + ur = 0,
where we have replaced basuq by the larger set basu′. There are only f nitely many unknowns asq
in this equation. Therefore there must exist a q ′ p, such that all the equations are linear combinations
of those up to q ′. Choose a function f ∈ Vq ′ (u) of degree r with fr = 1 and support in basu′ ∪ {r}.
Then f satisf es the equations up to q ′ and so it satisf es them for all q ≥ r , for which q ′  q  p.
Therefore f ∈ Vq (u) for all q ′  q  p (if r ≤ q, then f ∈ Vq (u) trivially). Hence by the f rst part
f ∈ Vp(u) and so r /∈ basu p.
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3.4. Reduced Recursion Bases
Reduced recursion bases are similar to reduced Gro¨bner bases of ideals in that their member polyno-
mials contain no redundant terms. In the next paragraph we shall show that if the algorithm is extended
to produce a reduced recursion basis at each step, then for a recursive array it will become stationary at
a f nite point. First we establish that it is always possible to construct a reduced basis in a f nite number
of steps.
DEFINITION. A polynomial f of degree d is called reduced with respect to basu p if its support lies
in basu p ∪ {d}. A recursion basis for u p is called reduced if all its members are reduced with respect
to basu p.
If f is a polynomial of degree d with a nonzero term fr xr for some r  d and g has degree s ≤ r we
def ne the reduction of f by g at r as
f ¬r g = gs f − fr xr−s g.
This operation is again closely related to Buchberger’s S-polynomial construction. It is more special
in that we require deg g ≤ r but more general in that r need not be the degree of f .
PROPOSITION 16. Suppose that f and g lie in Vp(u) and that f has degree d and a nonzero term
fr xr for some r  d, while g has degree s ≤ r . Then f ¬r g has degree d and lies in Vp(u). It has a
zero coefficient at xr , and the coefficient of xt for t  r is gs ft .
Proof. No term of fr xr−s g has degree r , so all terms of degree  r in f ¬r g come from gs f .
Furthermore gs f and fr xr−s g have the same terms of degree r .
It remains to show that f ¬r g lies in Vp(u). By hypothesis p \ d  p \ r and for q  p \ d both
f uq = 0 and xr−s guq = 0. Hence (gs f − fr xr−s g)uq = 0, proving the claim.
COROLLARY. It is possible to replace a recursion basis for uq by a reduced recursion basis using a
finite number of reduction steps involving only polynomials of the basis.
Proof. For each member f of the given recursion basis F let r f be the highest degree of a nonzero
term of f that is not in basu p. If the basis is not reduced, then let r be the highest value r f = deg f
for a member of F and let f be the corresponding polynomial in F . Since r ∈ δVp(u) there exists
g ∈ F with deg g ≤ r . Then we can replace f by f ¬r g. After a f nite number of steps the value of r
will be reduced with respect to. The process can then be repeated. Since is well founded, there are
no inf nite descending sequences of values under. Thus after a f nite number of iterations we will end
with a reduced recursion basis.
EXAMPLE. In the example calculation in Section 2.8 the recursion basis for u(0,0,2) is not reduced,
because
basu
(0,0,2) = {(0,0,0), (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1)},
but our basis is
x2 + x + 1, yz + xz + z + x2 + x, xy + x2 + x, y2 + xy + y, xz + x, z2 + z.
The reduction process yields the basis
x2 + x + 1, yz + z + x + 1, xy + 1, y2 + y + 1, xz + x, z2 + z.
3.5. Recursion Bases for Limit Points
THEOREM 17. Let p be a limit point of and suppose that basu p is finite. Then there exists q ′ ∈  p
such that for all q ′  q ∈  p every reduced recursion basis of Vq (u) is a recursion basis of Vp(u).
If p is the -lowest nonzero limit point, then there exists q ′ ∈  p such that for all q ′  q ∈  p every
recursion basis of Vq (u) is a recursion basis of Vp(u).
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Proof. Since basu p is f nite, it follows that basu p =
⋃
qp basu
q . The sequence of sets basuq
is increasing and therefore there exists a q ′ such that basuq = basu p for all q  q ′. That implies
that for all such q the degrees of the members of a recursion basis for uq are the same as those of the
members of a recursion basis for u p. Denote this set of points (which is f nite) by D.
For a point d ∈ D consider the condition that a polynomial f = ∑ fr xr of degree d lies in Vp(u).
If p d that condition is empty and all polynomials of degree d lie in Vp(u), so we assume that d p.
We then get a sequence of equations
∑
rd
fr ur+q−d = 0 (E(q))
for all q with d ≤ q  p. If p is the f rst nonzero limit point, then the number of unknowns fr in this
equation is f nite. Otherwise we add the restriction that f is reduced and so fr = 0 for r /∈ basu p ∪{d}
and thus restrict the equation to a f nite number of unknowns. Then there exists a point qd  p such that
all the equations E(q) are linear combinations of the equations E(q) for d ≤ q  qd . Thus if p is the
f rst nonzero limit point, then any polynomial of degree d in Vq (u) for q  qd lies in Vp(u), and if p
is any limit point the same holds for a reduced polynomial of degree d in Vq (u).
If we choose q  q ′ and q  qd for all d ∈ D with d  p, then it follows that a recursion basis for
uq is necessarily a recursion basis for u p if p is the f rst nonzero limit point or the recursion basis is
reduced.
COROLLARY. For a limit point p such that basu p is finite there exists q ′ ∈ S p such that for all
q ′  q ∈ S p any extender basis Gq is an extender basis for u p.
Thus the algorithm with reduction becomes stationary below any limit point.
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